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LINDA BLACKER
Linda Blacker is an emerging fine art photographer, born
and raised in the City of Chelmsford. Her work has a
unique style, intertwining fantasy and reality to create
eye catching, colourful results. Linda’s distinctive artistic
style is forging a powerful and prominent pathway in the
photographic industry, creating a unique fantasy
capturing the imagination of the viewer. Linda’s work is
incredibly varied. She creates photographs inspired by
fairytales, superbly crafted original characters, to truly
emotive pieces inspired by personal experiences.
Linda is becoming recognised for her story shoots which
she launches online to her social following. Each new
photograph is usually accompanied with an original short
story, that her audience of over 90,000 followers enjoy,
share and comment on. Linda is the creative director,
photographer, stylist and editor of all her imagery, also
building all of the sets she uses in her pieces.
Linda’s goal is to take her viewer on a journey of escapism. Equally as important as creating beautiful imagery, Linda
thinks it’s vital to include a narrative, a deeper meaning for her audience to explore.

Linda studied at College in Essex and achieved an A* in both Photography and Fine Art, and then dived head first
into the fine art photographic industry. Through her own experimentations and ventures, Linda Blacker now has an
incredibly distinctive style, which radiates energy and passion.
Linda regularly creates fairytale photo series’ featuring online celebrities,
launched to millions of fans. Linda has been published in many magazines,
from Vogue Italia, Shots Magazine to MTV.co.uk.
Linda is shooting for many exciting clients over the next few months, all to be
revealed soon!
To date her client list boasts shoots for Carr Watches & Diamonds, Award
winning directors, Lennox Brothers.and Martin Stirlin.
She has photographed talent such actor Billy Boyd and stand-up comedian &
actor Eric Lampaert and has worked on the campaigns for Just Ballet, Capri
Clothing and Lauren Cole.
Linda photographed, styled and creatively directed a photo series of the
internets biggest stars in December - that reached an audience of 2 million!
Linda’s online following is in excess of 25,000 and is still growing!
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